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About This Game

If the Book of Legends should ever fall into the wrong hands, the consequences could be devastating. Follow Zoe and
Charleston Black as they follow the clues found in the long forgotten Book of Legends…clues that lead them on a hunt for one

of the world’s most mysterious legends of all, Excalibur! Is it real? And can they find it before their enemies do? Find out as you
unravel a mystery that could change the balance of power forever.

Key features:

Travel 5 countries
Captivating adventure
6 different modes of game-play
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dont get why people hate this you get to fly around and shoot♥♥♥♥♥♥ i got this for 55 cents and i would pay 55$ 23/4 IGN.
Worst game ever. Isn't even nearly finished. Very buggy. Dev cares more about producing more of these 'games'. Play TF2
instead.. game maker can u make a chat at the online multiplayer and can u fix the line at online multiplayer because this game
hevent have chat. Got it with the Collector's bundle. It's a building an a trait.

10\/10. I like Black Ink, it's fun to mess around with brushes. I'm an amateur artist so I can't give any technical advice or
information, but as a hobbyist I quite enjoy it.. This is an awesome game if you pick this up on sale!!! $10 to run around a kill
zombies with all your friends is a good price , you spend more than that on a freaking cup of expensive coffee. The zombies are
nice, no glitching through walls and they track players perfect based off line of sight or sound. The game itself is a little hard to
learn but it is fun. I give it 8/10.. I love this route and will recommend it to anyone. With over 200 miles, it makes a good free
roam scenario . This route is the best in my opinion, and I'm from America. This route has a lot of detail and everyone and
anyone would love it.. The real Dark Souls starts here.. To Mister and Misses LillyWelland inc
StepX is very nice, I love how simple it is and it's fun to use but when I try to save a little song I make and try and load it up
again to advance Kanye West on the rap charts the program freaks out and plays my music like it's a video game running at a
bad frame rate and it completely messes with the sound by cutting some of the sound clips in half and making my cute little
piano diddy sound bad and shiddy. I have only messed about with it at the moment but I would love to keep making dumb rap
beats and cute keyboard songs but if it's going to make my tunes sound like garbage after saving I'm leaving a bad review. I hope
this probem gets fixed soon and I can't wait untill it does. Games are quick and really fun.. Also, I bet you can't beat my high
scores!
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Such a great pack! Costumes from DW 3 looks like very traditional chinese outfits and this is awesome.
But most of all... it`s nostalgic for old good times :D. Pros:

+Creative storyline, so creative, that only purebloods are able to see it...muggles and halfbloods on other hand are given amazing
opportunity to create your own story line while racing in story mode with no story mode...10/10 creative story.
+No tutorial on how to use anything...why a pro and not a con? Oh cmon, dont be such a wuss, real gamers dont need tutorials.
This should also be renamed to "Ultimate gaming reflex tester" - drive car on drugs with some guns on it while pressing the hell
out of your keyboard. Something we never had, 10/10 for gameplay and controls.
+No mouse needed, cuz why you need to use both hands for racing like in new games when you can race with one and do
whatevah you like with the other? Saves your time! 10/10 time saver
+Very cheap, only 9 euros for all this amazing stuff you recieve...who needs šome awesome gamepacks on sale right now for 9
euros who really are worth around 40 euros if you can have this amazing racing game that will test your ultimate gaming skills
and creativity? Who knows maybe you will become a writer of next Fast and Furious franchise after traning on this?
+ Came out in 2010 ohhhh this is great, because it means there wont be any updates and noone will spoil your own storyline and
you can make bunch of new ones, thats awesome! Add some princess Romea and prince Juliet there.

Cons:

- Thank the cat god I got it for free...
- I feel sorry for whoever actually bought this...accept my sorrows, please.
- Still better than Twilight.

. Fix this game, it could be good.
Accessing the buy console should be a button like 'B' or small menu up top of screen with number associated to walls and guns
you can buy.
Don't download this game until it's fixed.. Greate, easy and cheap game. Got all achiements before all tradingcards droped. :)
now on sell ^.^ Get a greate set of achiements.. Very good game for 3 dollars. This is one of the rare indie gems I always look
for when browsing Steam.
There isn't a plot, there are barely any instructions, this game is mainly about exploration, combination, and having fun. You can
always fing something new and unexpected, a new type of asteroid that causes gravity fluctuation when you shoot it, or some
kind of a bio-minefield that seems to be harvested by lasers. You can equip modifiers to your weapons that you can even
combine (freezing, splitting, critting bullets anyone?).
If you like these kind of true sandbox games, and like to explore, for 3 dollars I can only recommend it.. I've only done a couple
races so far but seems fun and I'm excited to play more!. Hours of wrist breaking, friendship ending, noscoping fun. seriously
though, a really fun game. It have multiplayer and zombiewaves, what more do u need to have some fun?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpAOW89QAkE. Really entertening game to play with friend on LAN or online, easy to
start playing at unlocking new dynasties!! Map are AMAZING and how they get distroyed is even better. Hope they program a
2vs2 mode, it should be great to play as a team using discord with a friend !! Best Wishes!!. Updating this. The tool *does*
work, but documentation is extremely limited. It also breaks some other apps and has a good amount of other issues.

1. When using this with Skyrim you MUST get through the Skyrim VR startup configuration before launching this. If you don't
you will not be able to complete the Skyrim "Welcome to VR" process.

2. When using this to run\/walk you CAN NOT flip the controller backwards when using controller driven locomotion. This is
pretty common if you have an exaggerated arm swing (or just run\/walk normally). The result of this is an extremely jerky
movement.

3. It is extremely hard to actually use this tool in VR. You need to use the Steam VR Desktop view. This view is extremely
broken and largely unusable if you have multiple monitors (or a 4k monitor where your mouse cursor does not align with where
you actually point). This means that to modify or start profiles you need to take off your headset and controllers.

That said, it's a cool proof of concept at this point and could be improved with a better user experience.
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It's alright, but use discretion when purchasing.
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